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Abstract 
 

A crown –square shaped antenna with its fourth iterative form using 
fractal concept have been introduced. It is a compact design, fabricated 
on FR-4 substrate and is fed by micro strip feed technique. This work 
focuses on designing, simulation and fabrication of a crown-square 
shaped fractal antenna along with its hardware –oriented results. The 
type of a feed technique used in designing has provided effective 
results in terms of its improved multiband-behavior, which in turn has 
utterly changed the concluded results for primarily most significant 
parameters of the antenna such as Return Loss, Gain, Directivity and 
VSWR. The above parameters have been measured and calculated 
numerically and these results have been utilized for proper designing 
of the respective antenna. The other important parameters have also 
been calculated. 
The proposed antenna is advantageous in terms of its utility as a single 
antenna for different applications. Practically, its application is being 
observed in wireless network adaptor cards and in other wireless 
applications, existing with in a particular range, obtained after 
simulation work. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper a crown-square shaped fractal antenna have been designed. Fractal 
concept in the designing of antenna considered significantly with the increased demand 
of modern wireless applications. Multiband- behavior, highly versatile in nature and 
miniaturized size are among these improved properties reported in the literature. This 
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new antenna is optimized with “micro-strip feed technique” to get improved 
multiband-behavior. The designing of the crown-square shaped antenna utilizing 
fractal concept is being done using IE3D simulation tool. 

 
2. Proposed Antenna Design 
In this proposed work, the performance of the space-filling crown-square shaped 
meandered fractal lines on micro-strip fed patch antennas has been investigated till 
fourth order. The proposed antenna is fabricated on FR-4 glass epoxy substrate having 
dielectric constant of 4.4 and loss tangent is about 0.001. This new fractal concept of 
designing antenna is advantageous as it leads to the increased multiband –behavior 
which in turn distinct the respective antenna from other various types of antennas. 

In the designing of this type of antennas, the calculated values i.e. width ‘W’ and 
length ‘L’ for the base shape (zero iterative form) patch plays a crucial role in 
determining the resonant frequencies for other iterative forms. Here for the base shape, 
the length of the square patch is taken as l=35.288mm and width of the square is taken 
as w=35.288mm. The other calculated values, used as the dimensions for the square-
patch till its fourth iterative form are as follows- 

 For first iteration, dimensions would be of 24.95mm2 
 For second iteration ,dimensions would be of 12.47mm2 
 For third iteration, dimensions would be of 6.23mm2 
 For fourth iteration, dimensions would be of 3.11mm2 
 
The above calculated values of the antenna have been optimized using IE3D 

simulation tool. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: Crown-Square Shaped Iterations. 
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Fig. 2: Fabricated Crown-Square Shaped Antenna Design. 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Return Loss and VSWR Graph for First Iteration. 
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Fig. 4: Return Loss and VSWR Graph for Second  Iteration. 
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Fig. 5: Return Loss and VSWR Graph for Third Iteration. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Return Loss and VSWR Graph for Fourth Iteration. 
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4. Conclusion 
In this work, it has been observed that with the increase in number of orders, multiband 
behavior of the antenna also increased which in turn providing improved parameters 
such as VSWR and return loss. The simulation shows a size reduction is achieved by 
the proposed fractal antenna. 
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5. Appendix  
Comparative Table for Fourth Iteration 

 
S. 

No. 
Shape Resonant 

freq. (GHz) 
Return 

Loss 
Gain 
(dBi) 

Directivity Efficiency 
(%) 

VSWR 

1.  4th 
Iteration 

Fr1=2.69  -20dB  0.095  0.66  13.6  1.3  
Fr2=4.62  -14dB  0.54  4.3  12.6  1.5  
Fr3=5.7  -17dB  0.67  3.75  17.86  2  
Fr4=5.92  -27dB  0.69  4.20  16.42  1.4  
Fr5=6.24  -13dB  5.51  10.55  52.2  1.6  
Fr6=6.8  -10dB  0.08  8.18  1.00  2  
Fr7=8.8  -13dB  0.626  4.8  13.1  1.9  
Fr8=9.63  -11dB  0.712  4.5  15.8  1.8  
Fr9=9.76  -16dB  0.58  2.3  25.21  1.9  

 


